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New Next Day
Sampling Service
Available on all AW ranges



Next day delivery by 1st class post on all orders received by 3.00 pm.
Up to four 10cm x 10cm samples are labelled with your range
name and colour.



Details of your store are sent with the samples for the
customer to return and make a purchase.



Helping your customer select their carpet and match fabrics,
paint and wallcoverings.

Please use the following contact details:

Email: samplesbypost@awe.be Fax: 01422

NEXT DAY SERVICE

431107

Please quote your range name, order code and colour of sample required,
along with the full retailer name, address and postcode and full customer name,
address and postcode.
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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

A welcome boost
The creation of more than
expected manufacturing
jobs at Silentnight eases
the pain of earlier
redundancies.
When in October Silentnight Group
announced it was closing the Rest Assured
factory in Batley, West Yorkshire, the silver
lining was that 100 jobs would be created at
the group’s Barnoldswick facility in
Lancashire. That this figure has now risen to
140 is good news and if the presentation
given to retailers by Adrian Fawcett,
Silentnight Group chairman, at the recent
‘relaunch’ event is anything to go by, these
new employees will be kept busy.
Fawcett set out a clear vision for the group
and the positioning of its brands in the
market, something that had become a bit
blurred in recent years as products began to
overlap and it was hard to see where one
range ended and another began.
This was a problem that used to affect
Christie-Tyler in its heyday, but won’t be an

issue for the new C-T (see page 32), which is
being relaunched by experienced retailer
Peter Hopper.
As I write this it’s three weeks since the
vote by Victoria Carpets shareholders to
appoint four new non-executive directors
and not a word has been uttered publically
about what the strategy is following the
change in control of the board. Surely the
consortium that led the push for the changes
should have told other shareholders what its
plans are by now – especially when it
revealed practically nothing in the run up to
the vote?
As promised, this issue offers the first
chance to vote in the 2012 Interiors Monthly
Awards (see page 6). As ever the awards are
decided by you so your vote really does
count in deciding the best in the business.
On the topic of awards, if you think you are
among the country’s best bed retailers, why
not nominate yourself in The Bed Show
Awards. There are prizes for Multiple Bed
Retailer of the Year; Independent Bed Retailer
of the Year; and the new award of Etailer of
the Year, along with manufacturer and
supplier awards. Visit www.bedshow.co.uk to
get your nominations in.
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AWARDS

The best in the business
The most coveted awards in the UK interiors industry
will again be decided by you in the 2012 Interiors
Monthly Awards.
We want you to tell us who you think are the best
suppliers, retailers and events in this year’s 41
categories. As ever, the judging criteria is entirely up to
you, be it quality of product, commercial success,
customer service or anything else: it’s up to you how
you choose to reward the best in the business.
Simply complete the entry form opposite and fax it to
01732 783 562 – a copy will also be available to
download online at www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk – or
email akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk.
Make sure your opinion is heard and help us recognise
the best.
In 2011
Woodberry
Brothers &
Haines won Best
UK Furniture
Manufacturer

Here’s how you voted in 2011
Best Furniture Retailer (1-2 stores): Stocktons
Best Furniture Retailer (3+ stores): Barker & Stonehouse
Best Flooring Retailer (1-2 stores): Jim’s Carpets
Best Flooring Retailer (3+ stores): United Carpets
Best Online Retailer: Johnlewis.com
Best Customer Service (Furniture): Vale Bridgecraft
Best UK Furniture Manufacturer: Woodberry Brothers &
Haines
Best Overseas Furniture Manufacturer: Rauch
Best Furniture Buying Group: Minerva
Best Accessory Supplier: Sunflex
Best Flooring Accessory Supplier: Floorwise
Best Bed Manufacturer: Sealy United Kingdom

6
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Axminster Carpets was voted Best UK Flooring
Manufacturer last year

Best Bedroom Manufacturer: Willis & Gambier
Best Dining Room Manufacturer: Morris Furniture Group
Best Living Room Manufacturer: Furniture Origins UK
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer: Lebus Upholstery
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer: TCS
Best Furniture Wholesaler: Kettle Interiors
Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings Manufacturer: Prestigious
Textiles
Best Furniture Exhibition: IMM Cologne
Best Furniture Website: Julian Bowen
Best Customer Service (Flooring): Ulster Carpets
Best UK Flooring Manufacturer: Axminster Carpets
Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer: Balta Broadloom
Best Flooring Buying Group: Metro
Best Carpet Manufacturer: Cormar Carpets
Best Rug Supplier: Asiatic Carpets
Best Laminate Manufacturer: Pergo
Best Solid/Engineered Wood Supplier: Kährs (UK)
Best Underlay Manufacturer: Ball & Young
Best Vinyl Manufacturer: IVC Group
Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier: Karndean
Best Flooring Exhibition: Harrogate Flooring Show
Best Flooring Website: Balterio
Best Flooring Wholesaler: Florco
Best Software Supplier: Retailsystem.com
Best Finance Provider: Hitachi Capital Consumer Finance
Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company: Croome International
Transport
Best Business Support: SMG
Best Marketing Support: Stressless
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AWARDS

Rewarding excellence
Retailers to complete only

Best Underlay Manufacturer

Best Customer Service (Furniture)

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Vinyl Manufacturer

Best UK Furniture Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier

Best Overseas Furniture Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Flooring Exhibition

Best Furniture Buying Group

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Flooring Website

Best Accessory Supplier

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Flooring Wholesaler

Best Bed Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Software Supplier

Best Bedroom Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Finance Provider

Best Dining Room Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Supply Chain/Logistics Company

Best Living Room Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Business Support

Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Marketing Support

Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best New Exhibition

Best Furniture Wholesaler

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Innovation of the Year

Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings Manufacturer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Suppliers to complete only

Best Furniture Exhibition

Best Flooring Retailer (1-2 stores)

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Furniture Website

Best Flooring Retailer (3+ stores)

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Customer Service (Flooring)

Best Furniture Retailer (1-2 stores)

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best UK Flooring Manufacturer

Best Furniture Retailer (3+ stores)

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer

Best Online Retailer

.................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Best Flooring Buying Group
.................................................................................................................................

Please fax your completed form to 01732

Best Carpet Manufacturer

or email your nominations to

.................................................................................................................................

akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Best Rug Supplier

Name ....................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................
Best Laminate Manufacturer
.................................................................................................................................

783 562

Company ............................................................................................................
Position ................................................................................................................

Best Solid/Engineered Wood Manufacturer

Tel ..........................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Email .....................................................................................................................

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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NEWS

‘Huge’ rent costs prompts
Chapmans to call it a day
One of the country’s oldest furniture retailers is to close in
the face of the ‘huge costs’ of renewing the leases on its two
stores.
Chapmans says its 30,000sqft Newcastle and 20,000sqft
Carlisle stores will close in September, 165 years after the
company was founded, with the loss of 49 jobs.
‘The reason for closing is that with our leases expiring, we
have researched and considered the huge additional costs
we would incur, together with the fact that the current
tough trading conditions look set to continue for some
considerable time to come, it sadly is just not sound
business sense for us to try to continue trading,’ says John
Chapman, Chapmans md.
‘We have therefore embarked on the process towards an
orderly closure of the business, rather than a protracted
period of uncertainty, which I am confident is in the best
interests of everyone involved. Every business has a
beginning, a middle and an end, and now is the time for us
to accept that our business has come to an end within this
natural cycle.’
Chapman says his number one priority is to look after the
team and do all the company can to hopefully find
alternative homes for their talents and skills.
‘I would also like to thank the team, all those who have
been a part of Chapmans’ history over so many years, our

Cormar reaches a
green milestone
After two years of investment Cormar Carpets has
eliminated manufactured waste to landfill.
Under its 3Rs initiative – Reduce, Re-use and
Recycle – the company has seen a 50% reduction in
production waste at its Brookhouse Mill and Holme
Mill manufacturing sites, including edge trims and
joins; a 90% reduction in carpet fault waste
produced during manufacturing, 100% re-use or
recycling of cardboard, plastic and metal tubes and
new ways to recycle or re-use traditionally difficult
waste materials.
The company’s most recent investment is a baling
press in Brookhouse to compact the backing plant’s
waste carpet edge trim and sewings ready for
collection by a third party.
‘We don’t plan to stop here. We take environmental
issues seriously and although this is a fantastic
achievement, we have several ongoing projects with
further capital investment in new technology
planned,’ says Robert Barker, Cormar finance director.
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Chapman’s Newcastle store

customers, our suppliers and our associates, and I hope an
orderly closure of the business can be a celebration of what
we have all achieved together,’ he adds.
Chapmans remains family owned, 165 years after it was
founded by Hedley Chapman in North Shields. As well as
serving customers across the whole of the North of England
and Southern Scotland, the firm also regularly delivers to
customers in London, Edinburgh, Glasgow and overseas.

Carpets of Kidderminster debts revealed
Carpets of Kidderminster owes
£700,000 – the equivalent of 20%
of its annual sales, according to
administrator SJP, which blames a
fall in orders for the administration.
Previously restructured in 2010,
the company has sales of about
£3.5m and employs 69 staff.

The administrator is trading the
company as it looks for a buyer.
‘The company is continuing to
trade to maintain goodwill and we
are in talks with a number of
potentially interested parties for
the sale of the business and assets,’
says Simon Plant, SJP partner.

Anniversary rejig
Housing Units has invested almost £200,000 reorganising the departments
at its Failsworth, Manchester store as it celebrates its 65th anniversary.
Departments that can benefit from more vertically-biased displays are
helping make space in the furniture section for products that will be new
to the store, says Nick Fox, Housing Units director. It is relocating carpet
and flooring into the main store, alongside the rugs department, which will
allow for expansion of the growing businesses in its Crescent area of shops.
‘We’re finding that we need to expand some departments because of the
level of demand, but we’re also finding that when we do that sales figures
increase – several departments are already outstripping forecast,’ says Fox.
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NEWS

Grafton invests
£1m to go it alone
Richard Grafton, former md of
Harrogate retailer James Brindley, has
invested £1m in setting up a new
showroom in Harrogate, just minutes
away from his former employer.
Richard Grafton Interiors occupies
part of the former To Catch a
Dream store in Montpellier Street with
showroom, design centre and studio
spread over three storeys.
‘I wanted to take the opportunity to
have control over my future, and the
time just seemed right to take the
leap and launch my own venture,’ says
Grafton.

He says his team has huge
experience of working on some of the
most prestigious and intricate
interiors projects in the area over the
past 25 years. His new venture
supplies services and project
management expertise that
customers have requested.
‘The economy is suffering, but the
market is still strong for the right style
of design, using the best quality
materials and suppliers but still
showing sensible value, and that has
given us the confidence to launch this
venture now,’ says Grafton.

Family ties
restored
A family has renewed its almost 50-year
old connection with the furniture
industry with the opening of a bed and
upholstery store.
Last May saw the closure of Morrison’s
Furniture Centre in Paisley, Renfrewshire,
after 48 years of business but now the
family has returned to retailing with the
opening of Morrison’s Bed Centre in the
town.
Losses of £10,000 to £15,000 a week
forced Roddy Morrison to close the
business his father Bill founded, but he is
now helping his wife Lorna run the new
bed and orthopaedic chair store.
‘It is a fantastic feeling and it is great
that all our old customers are coming
back in. We are hoping to offer the same
quality of service and standards that we
did before,’ says Lorna.
‘It is almost 10 months since we closed
and it is fantastic for the whole family
that we are back in business,’ he says.

Headlam enjoys
profits boost

From left: Michelle Frost, brand and marketing manager; Victoria Varney, interior designer;
Kim Robb (seated), interior designer; Suzanne Watson, financial controller; and Richard Grafton

Flooring distributor Headlam’s pre-tax
profits last year saw a 10.3% boost
helped by a 7.7% rise in UK like for like
sales as it further grew its market share.
Profits reached £27.59m as sales rose
6.4% to £569.78m, despite a 4% drop in
European sales.
‘The first 10 weeks of 2012 have
continued a positive trend with all five
business sectors and each product
category in the UK continuing to
produce increases in revenue,’ says Tony
Brewer, Headlam chief executive.

Five ‘very good’ years from 2015 predicts Harris
Lord Harris, Carpetright executive
chairman, has predicted another two
years of recession – then five ‘very good’
years.
Harris described the economic
downturn as like no other he has seen in
54 years of retailing, with higher taxes,
fuel and utility bills combining with fewer
pay increases and high personal debt.
‘All my recessions have only been two

10
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years. This recession’s going to be five or
six years. In 2010, I said we’d be out in
2012. Now I think it won’t be until 2014.
But if the Government carries on doing
what it’s doing I think we’re on for a very
good run from 2015 to 2020,’ he says.
Harris, who was named 2012 Oracle
Retail Week Outstanding Contribution to
Retail winner, says that sales are highly
unpredictable.

‘It’s very difficult to budget. The tops
and the bottoms can vary 30% from
week to week, and I’ve never had that
before. It’s an exciting time as well,
because you don’t know what’s going to
happen,’ he told the magazine.
‘I think we’ve got lots of opportunities.
I’m very enthusiastic about the business.
When the economy starts to change we
will get a very big upside.’
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NEWS

UK jobs vow from Amtico’s
new US owner Mannington
LVT manufacturer Amtico has been sold to diverse US
flooring group Mannington Mills, for a reported £127m, but
production is set to continue in the UK.
‘The acquisition of Amtico is an extremely exciting
development for Mannington, as it not only brings a world
class organisation into the Mannington family, but also
expands the company’s global market reach as well as the
scope of its domestic manufacturing capabilities,’ says
Russell Grizzle, Mannington ceo.
Grizzle also said that Amtico will maintain its brand
identity and become a Mannington subsidiary, and that
operations at all Amtico locations – including Coventry –
will continue.
Mannington Mills is one of the largest and oldest flooring
manufacturers in the US. Founded in 1915, the fourthgeneration, family-owned company manufactures
residential and contract laminate, hardwood and porcelain
tile floors, as well as contract carpet and rubber.
‘In addition to increasing output and profits we have also
brought jobs back to the UK and US from China, proving
that there is a long-term future for manufacturing in the
West,’ says Jonathan Duck, Amtico chief executive.
Sales at Amtico reached £115m last year and Duck
says production cost is now just 5% more than in China

people

Carpenter UK has appointed Peter
Podesta as Southern sales
manager within its underlay
division.
Somnus has promoted Jason
Lowdon from area manager for
the North East and Scotland to
the new position of national sales
and marketing manager. Tony
O’Neill succeeds him as area sales
manager for the North East and
Scotland, while John White has
joined as area manager for the
South East.
Crown Floors has named Herbie
Montgomery as sales
representative for Northern
Ireland and Tom McInerney and
Michael Gilmore as sales
representatives for the Republic of
Ireland.
Christie-Tyler has named Sarah
Chappell as sales representative
for East and West Midlands and
South Wales.
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Amtico will continue to manufacture in the UK

while it was previously 40% higher to produce here.
Although financial details were not disclosed, the Wall
Street Journal says former owners AAC Capital UK and
Electra Private Equity received £127m.

Next plans home store chain
Next intends to increase its
Next Home and Garden stores
to a chain of 20. It opened its
first Next Home and Garden
last August at Shoreham by
Sea, West Sussex.
‘We have identified 19
other sites around the UK
where we would ideally like
to open similar stores. We will
open at least two more in the
year ahead, one near Ipswich
the other near Warrington,’

says Lord Wolfson, Next chief
executive.
Wolfson added that he was
in favour of the relaxation in
Sunday trading laws in
England and Wales for the
Olympics and Paralympics to
be made permanent.
‘A lot of customers can only
shop at the weekends, which
is our busiest time – if you
improve access and choice
you’ll sell more,’ he says.
The first store
opened last August

ScS rebadging
ScS has invested £1m in rolling
out its new fascia, reflecting its
move into carpets.
Its 95 stores have been
rebadged with the updated
logo – inverting its usual red
signage – and Sofa Carpet
Specialist strapline.
‘The expansion of the
business to include carpets
was a natural step, with
feedback from our customers
telling us that they closely
linked the two purchases,’
says David Knight, ScS chief
executive.
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We’re rolling out the
red carpet
to buying group retailers...

Visit The Buying Groups’ National Flooring Show
Over

50

leading
brands

Over 50 leading brands to show the very latest in carpets, rugs,
aslaminates, woods, LVT’s, underlays and accessories for all
cdasflooring retailers that are part of any flooring buying group.

Sh w
Buying GroupsNational Flooring

Wednesday 16 May 8.30am - 5.30pm
Cranmore Avenue, Shirley, Solihull, W Midlands, B90 4LF.

To apply online visit: www.bgnfs.co.uk
The show takes place at one of the UK’s premier exhibition venues, Cranmore Park.
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OPINION

WHO ELSE WANTS TO
ENSURE THEIR FAIR
SHARE OF THE MARKET?

Steven Parsons
Wools of New Zealand (UK)
innovations manager

To show or
not to show
Trade shows in the UK flooring industry polarise opinions. The
enthusiasts extol the benefits of networking, face to face
contact and showcasing latest products and offerings. The
cynics deride them as a waste of time and money, with many
saying the collective financial contribution would be better
directed at influencing the consumer.
Both have valid points. If you are establishing a presence in
the marketplace or seeking new retailers, launching a product
or expanding your channels of distribution, trade shows should
be a vital part of your marketing strategy.
Similarly, from a visitor’s point of view, if you are looking for a
new selling point or products and services, then trade shows
must be a destination.

It is a commitment to both
exhibit and to visit a trade
show, but these events
are perfect to find new
products and ideas

David Vokins, MD of VOKIN’S Ltd, Hove, speaking
after the end of their February 2012 Greenwood Sale.

Choose Greenwood, now Britain’s Largest
Furniture Retail Sales Promotion Company,
to help you realise the optimum potential of
your next big sales event.
Why not find out more about Greenwood
Sales? Take a look at our online brochure
at greenwoodretail.com.

A gripe of both camps is that they necessitate considerable
financial investment, both in terms of stand space and design
but also manpower and time.
That is why the first Buying Groups’ National Flooring Show at
Cranmore Park, West Midlands on 16 May is to be applauded. It
has attracted all the major suppliers to the UK carpet industry –
without exception – and all at a highly competitive and
affordable rate. A central location, it must be a no brainer for
independent retailers. Under one roof, for one day, there will be
everything you need to know and see.
And if you are looking for something extra, Wools of New
Zealand has its Laneve collection of branded carpets for the
environmentally aware consumer.
It is a commitment to both exhibit and visit a trade show, but
these events are perfect for seeing all the great opportunities to
find new products and ideas that will create a point of
difference to the consumer.
For me, the point of visiting a trade show has to be to
discover something new that adds value to your business.
Get along to the show on 16 May and make sure you take
time to investigate every avenue. Take the opportunity to speak
to manufacturers and buying groups so they understand your
customers and deliver you what you need to be successful.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

“In 18 days we took 27% of a full
year’s turnover.
They [Greenwood] simply brought an
infectious drive to our business coupled
with a real depth of knowledge on how
to make a promotion work.
Could not have done it without them.”

15

Or, with more advance bookings than ever
before and the best launch dates going fast,
call Bernard Eaton or Terry Bridger now,
and we’ll explain the possibilities and
options we can offer you without obligation.

BOOKING NOW THROUGH 2012.
CALL 01625 521010
2002 ~ 2012
Celebrating 10 Years Serving the UK & Ireland’s
Best Retailers

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

4

5

1 Lano Carpets has added to its Easy
Care collection in Fairfield Creations.
Featuring four 4m multi-tonal stripes
with eight matching bestselling 4m or
5m plain shades, Fairfield Creations
brings luxury to any fashion-conscious
home thanks to its deep pile. The stripe
has a 25cm repeat.
Tel: 00800 5266 5266
2 Wellemobel’s 5 Plus is a simple to sell,
endless wardrobe system at the volume
price level. It has a white carcase and 23
door colours. Wardrobes come in five
different widths, which allow the
customer to fill any wall space to the
nearest 5cm.
Tel: 01604 832 955
3 Mohawk has introduced EverStrand
XtraSoft fibre – made in part from
recycled plastic bottles – in the UK with
its American Legacy collection. Its three
qualities: American Design, American
Style and American Trend are available in

16
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14 colours including sophisticated
neutrals and impact colours in red, black
and purple.
Tel: 01480 479 830
4 May will see the launch of Vorwerk
Carpets’ Fascination collection, bringing
together four design ‘worlds’ in Universal
Gloss, Balanced Pureness, Private
Treasures and Design Unlimited,
promising a mix of texture, colour,
pattern and shape. The collection will be
supported with new POS.
Tel: 020 7096 5090
5 Featuring in the Privilege family of
products, Woodmark SR from Leoline
provides beautiful wood-effect cushion
flooring. With a compact backing and
0.25mm wear layer, the Woodmark
collection is suitable for heavy domestic
use, making it ideal for everywhere from
bedroom and bathroom to kitchen and
living space.
Tel: 0800 032 3970
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

6 Dimplex’s Cassington stove features the
patented Opti-Myst atomising technology to
create convincing ‘flames’ with rising wisps of
‘smoke’. The flame-effect can be used
independently of the heat, making Dimplex’s
range of Opti-Myst fires ideal for displays and
commercial installations.
Tel: 0845 601 5111
7 Crown Floors is revamping its line-up with
seven fresh ranges. In line with customer
research and responding to market shifts, it
is adapting many of its collections.
Introducing refined colour palettes, textures
and qualities the new-look collections
promise to provide even more appeal to a
wider audience.
Tel: 0800 0773 301

7

8 Lano Carpets has introduced a display
unit for Ultimo as it revamps the high-end
lifestyle collection for modern audiences. The
new POS holds eight ranges with large
samples in combination with matching
swatches that offer more colours, allowing
retailers to tune the display in accordance
with the texture and colour tastes of their
customers.
Tel: 00800 5266 5266
9 Floorwise’s updated DS 5000 Gulliver
door trimmer takes functionality and ease of
use to the next level. Featuring a powerful
1,700W motor, it features two graduated
columns that guide the base plate, making it
easy to trim the door to the exact height of
the flooring being installed (from 8-55mm).
Tel: 01509 673 974

8

9
18
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10 By interpreting the sofa in a modern,
versatile and customisable way, Mantò aims
to introduce a new generation to Poltrona
Frau’s legacy of quality. Craftsmanship,
design and unsurpassed materials find a new
and balanced synthesis in Mantò.
Tel: 020 7014 5980

10
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NEW PRODUCTS

12

11
14
13

15
11 Cassina’s La Mise – to be launched at
ISalone this month – sports a single piece of
fabric to create a tailor-made dress for the
Luca Nichetto designed sofa and zig-zag
stitching detailing.
Tel: 020 7014 5980
12 Finaframe’s latest dining chair design
is available as a raw frame, polished
frame, painted frame or as a complete chair

20
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using the customer’s own material.
Tel: 020 8204 1118
13 Manx Carpets’ Easy Living collection
features four new ranges with stain and wear
guarantees ensuring the ultimate in style,
luxury and peace of mind for today’s living.
Tel: 01827 831 436
14 The Eazi-Lay Loc floating floor system

from Distinctive Flooring offers superb
decors in luxury vinyl tiles and planks.
Tel: 01274 655 668
15 Kobe’s Butak offers natural coloured
stripes and semi plain upholstery fabrics.
A sophisticated brilliance of keeper and
herringbone designs, constructed with
inherently flame retardant yarns.
Tel: 0844 7420 800
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UPHOLSTERY
Bretz’s Cupcake cocoons
sitters in its large casual
cushions and arms
Bretz, tel: 00 49 6727 8950

Inspired by cascaded
formations in nature,
Brunner’s Plot – to be
launched at ISalone
– provides multiple seating
positions
Brunner, tel: 020 7309 6400

Fitting in
Corner groups can open
up a host of opportunities
on how a living room is
laid out. Here are some of

the latest designs.

Rolf Benz’s Pronto
has a reclining seat
back and a choice of
two heights, two
backrests and two
arm styles
Rolf Benz, tel: 00 49
7452 6010

Busnelli’s Egoiste has large seating
units and optional arm frames
Busnelli, tel: 00 39 02 9632 0221
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UPHOLSTERY

B&B Italia has updated its Luis allowing the modular
sofa to fit almost any configuration or space along
with two seat heights and two seat depths
B&B Italia, tel: 00 39 03 179 5111

Above: Cavendish Upholstery’s Carrie
features the company’s exclusive boltoff arm technology and is available left
or right handed
Cavendish, tel: 01257 277 664

Left: The corner unit is at the
heart of Minotti’s Allen design
Minotti, tel: 00 39 03 6234 3499

Calia Italia’s Bach has integrated
speakers and a docking station
Calia Italia, tel: 00 39 08 3530 3563

Lebus Upholstery produces several
corner units including Natalia
Lebus, tel: 01724 281 646
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Peter Guild’s Mayfair features
Italian velvet
Peter Guild, tel: 0115 972 9863
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UPHOLSTERY

Jesse’s Daniel adopts more casual styling
Jesse, tel: 00 39 04 3476 6711

Right: Ambient Lounge’s Fiorenze
modular sofa can be arranged to
become a corner unit
Ambient Lounge, tel: 0844 870 186

Wittmann’s Camin offers
clean styling
Wittmann,
tel: 00 43 2735 2871

Below: La-Z-Boy’s Nashville
has more than 20 pieces
including chairs and two and
three-seater sofas and static,
manual, power recline and
chaise-end options
La-Z-Boy,

tel: 01282 869 888

Swann’s Hills has 41 modular units including
corner units and end chaise lounges
Swann, tel: 0039 03173 0222

Domicil’s
deep-seated
Meeting Point
can be
configured
to the user’s
needs
Domicil,
tel: 00 4983
8296 2020
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UPHOLSTERY
With the growing popularity of corner
groups, Parker Knoll has introduced two
for 2012, Lincoln, and as an extension to
its established Albany collection.
The new Lincoln range comprises five
units allowing the consumer to create
the ideal sectional seating layout for their
home.
There are two sizes of sofa – large
and medium – both offered with a single
arm option. The range comes with a
matching large footstool that also

doubles as an additional seat.
Its corner group is available with a
choice of backs: formal, cushion or a
combination of both.
Lincoln, which uses Quallofil, is
available in the 2012 LifeStyle collection
of chenilles in classic shades and new
accent fabrics in tonal stripes and
designs.
The Albany corner group features a
static sofa and also manual and power
options. Motion options can be selected

for either both or one end of the sofa.
As a four section group, it is neat and
compact offering a versatile combination
with existing Albany pieces.
The corner group can be scaled up in
size by adding centre units to create a
layout that will suit larger rooms. This
enables the consumer to order the ideal
sofa shape and size for their home. It is
available in the LifeStyle collection’s full
range of soft covers and leather.
Parker Knoll, tel: 01773 604 121


Above: Lincoln has a
choice of formal, cushion
or combination backs
Left: Albany now includes
a corner unit
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UPHOLSTERY

Tiki

New life
One of the best known names in
the furniture industry is returning

Paul Wray, left, and Peter Hopper

32
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For a man set on bringing back what was probably the bestknown name in the UK furniture industry, Peter Hopper is very
relaxed.
For decades upholstery in the UK was spelled Christie-Tyler.
Now seven years after the group’s demise, Hopper is
reintroducing C-T along with the Pendragon and Cambria
brands and expanding it into beds, cabinet and lighting.
The most important thing is to get the launch right, he says,
and if takes a bit longer than forecast then so be it, there is no
mad rush, no deadline by which point a number of stockists
must be signed up.
An element of the calmness perhaps comes from the fact that
Hopper has no background in furniture or manufacturing but
has spent 30 years in retail as a director at Dixons, Currys, Comet
and Sky, overseeing many a brand launch and product sourcing
projects. And he’s already spent almost two years on C-T.
Not that he needed to worry, if the reaction from retailers at
the first three of six roadshows is anything go by.
‘I’m delighted that C-T is being relaunched along with
Pendragon and Cambria. We are looking forward to getting
behind the new product, and was very impressed with
the sales support package being offered,’ says Nick Paine,
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UPHOLSTERY

Casablanca

Maumo

Building momentum

Nevada

John James md, after the South East event last month.
With his background Hopper understands the power of
branding and felt the independent sector was lacking a brand it
could embrace.
‘There is tremendous respect and affection for the brands.
The timing appears to be right for brands the independents can
sell with confidence, knowing the background and the history.
Because that is where we see the future of C-T, in the
independent sector,’ he says.
‘Talking to them I get the impression that they are unloved by
the big boys just now, and are getting squeezed and a raw deal,
and not top of some suppliers’ priority list. They recognise that
C-T is a brand they can get behind without fear of being
undermined, and also they love the heritage and are very
complimentary about the designs, construction and materials
used,’ he explains.
Hopper has recruited former C-T designers to ensure
continuity with previous designs. ‘They understand and love the
product. We asked the designers to pick up where C-T left off
and imagine what would have been a logical progression in
design, but keeping the quality, style and value. We think they
have done an excellent job,’ he says.
It was also important to use top quality fabrics, and the frame
designs reflect the original structures.
Soft cover models are produced in the UK, and while leather
production is currently in China, Hopper is hopeful of bringing
that back to the UK, possibly South Wales.
The company plans a consumer advertising campaign to
support stockists and will expand its offer to include bedroom
and dining room cabinet.
Visit: www.christie-tyler.com

Christie-Tyler is impressed at the response to its
roadshows.
‘We are able to spend premium time with retailers and
the feedback we are getting is that this is long overdue,
and that the independents now have brands they can get
behind and sell with confidence,’ says Paul Wray, C-T md.
‘They were all impressed by the attention to detail on
the product and also the POS being produced to support
them in-store. It’s amazing to think of the momentum we
are building and we are looking forward to showcasing in
the main hall at the Manchester Furniture Show in July.’
Before then there are three more roadshows, with the
first on 23-24 April at the Cedar Court Hotel, Wakefield
with others in the Midlands and Wales.

Collos

Nicu

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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SOFTWARE

An app for everyone
The latest IT updates allow companies to do more

Masterpiece is now
available for iPad

Progressive and successful retailers are
asking for ever more sophisticated IT
upgrades to enable them to make better
use of the information they capture or
already have on customers. This includes
everything from automatic reminders for
sales staff to ask for email addresses to
the ability for generating highly
personalised letters, by email or post, at
any stage in the enquiry, purchase and
delivery cycle, says Stephen Smith,
Retailsystem.com ceo.
Retailers who have used IT systems for
many years to generate all the necessary
facts and figures for running the business
are now finding just how much the right
system can help them create and build
that all important business relationship
with their customers.
With an email address they can not
only keep in touch with the individual
customer with relevant and timely
marketing information but can also keep
them fully up to date with tracking data
for purchases so that the customer feels
well and truly cared for, Smith says.
‘Retailsystem upgrades play a major
part in customer acquisition as well, by
capturing all the statistics involved in
responding to shopfloor enquiries, such
as quotations given, sizes, fabrics or
colours, so providing a mass of data to
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support individual or overall sales
initiatives, customer satisfaction and long
term customer retention,’ he explains.
With the MasterPiece measuring,
planning and estimating system, flooring
retailers can select the version that best
suits their individual business.
‘Retailers who originally purchased The
Estimator can switch to the MasterPiece
base version. This is equivalent but better
because you can: enter the
measurements directly while in the
customer’s home; move pieces and
choose runs of steps on the plan rather
than having to take the system result;
gain margin for the job because underlay
is quantified to the “sufficient” amount;
freehand draw the more complex shapes
much more easily and measure net and
then choose the allowance,’ says Charles
Pearson, MasterPiece Systems md.
Retailers who need more can have
additional modules such as: working with
a Bluetooth laser measure, costing to
your business’s individual rules,
configurable format estimates, invoices
and automated fitting sheets, and the
ability to take-off shapes and
measurements by tracing around a PDF
floorplan image.
Mayne Computer Technology has
drawn on its 19 years of experience in

developing systems, supplying and
supporting many well known names in
the flooring industry – and working
closely with many of them – to develop
Mosaic.
The system is designed for all types
and sizes of carpet and flooring
companies from independent retailers
through multi-branch retailers and
distributors up to multinational
manufacturers.
The Windows-based modular system
allows users to choose the modules they
require and include estimating and
planning, sales order processing, stock
management, sales and purchase ledger,
complaints, fitters’ diary, management
information, samples, EDI, warehouse
automation, product catalogue, online
sales and touch screen order entry.
Mosaic’s latest features include: a link
to Sage for those who want to keep their
existing accounts, a fitters’ diary using all
the benefits and flexibility of Outlook
linked directly to Mosaic, key factor
monitoring, an easy to view graphical
analysis of key business factors such as
order intake, margins and debtors and a
customer relations management module.
MasterPiece Systems, tel: 01737 355 831
Visit: www.maynetechnology.co.uk
Visit: www.retailsystem.com
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Enjoy the fruits of
your labour while they’re
still ripe!
Why give up control when the time
comes to retire or close your store?
Trust the closing of your store to
Lynch Sales Company.

The UK’s Leading Supplier
of Software to Carpet &
Flooring Retailers
We have a dedicated Installation and Support Team,
so contact us today to arrange a no obligation
demonstation and quote.

Over
15 Yea
rs
Exper
ience
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After more than 98 years helping
furniture retailers retire or close with
dignity, while maximizing the return on
their years of hard work, you can trust
Lynch Sales Company to do just that
for you.
After all, we originated the copyrighted
LYNCH RETIREMENT AND COMPLETE
CLOSE OUT SALE events that generate
as much as your store’s yearly volume,
ensuring a smooth transition of your
most valued asset, your business.
So, if it’s harvest time for your store, call
us today for an outline of our copyrighted
RETIREMENT AND COMPLETE CLOSE
OUT SALE PLAN, and our no-nonsense,
one-page contract.

LYNCH
S ale s Co m pa ny

®

E st a b l i s h ed 1 9 1 4

T: 01782 562522
F: 01782 562299
E: enquiries@maynetechnology.com
W: www.maynetechnology.com

Unit 13b, Brindley Court,
Lymedale Business Park
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Staffordshire, ST5 9QH

Contact Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE
Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk
Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom
Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

ACCESSORIES

Team GB
If you are not sure what you
should be selling to capture
some patriotic sales this summer,
here’s some examples of what is
already on offer

Moghul Interiors’ Union Flag
curtains and cushions

Left: Gift Wrapped
and Gorgeous’
Union print
Right: A Nice Cup
Of Tea from
McLaggan Smith
Mugs
Far right: Emma
Bridgewater’s
Union Flag biscuit
barrel
Below: Matalan’s
Rule Britannia
cushion

Scarlett
Plum’s
Jubilee
lampshade
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Frith Rugs’ Union Flag rug
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INTRODUCING...

“The Cooler alternative to standard
visco-elastic memory foam”
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN SLEEP COMFORT & SUPPORT
An advanced PU-based memory-foam CoolBlue™ has been
developed and engineered to offer the same ‘feel’ and pressure
relieving properties as the equivalent density (70-75kg/m ) viscoelastic memory foam but without the associated heat discomfort.
CoolBlue™ also features Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial protection for
the ultimate in mattress hygiene.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
CoolBlue™ ‘gives’ and ‘cradles’ you in the same way as
regular memory foam however it’s very low (almost
zero) visco-elastic threshold prevents it from
completely moulding around the sleeper which is the
major contributing factor to the excessive warmth
associated with sleeping on memory foam mattresses
for some people.

MEMORY
MEM
M
MORY
FOAM MATTRES
MATTRESSES
RESSSSESS

FIRMNESS RATING : MEDIUM FIRM
TM

SOFT

FIRM

20cm (8” ) depth mattress (7cm CoolBlue™ memory foam + 13cm Reflex)
Super-luxurious Elas ‘Knit-Quilt’ Cover

FIRMNESS RATING : MEDIUM FIRM

COOLF L E X 2 5

TM

SOFT

25cm (10”) depth mattress (7cm CoolBlue™ memory foam + 18cm Reflex)
Super-luxurious Elas ‘Knit-Quilt’ Cover

GREAT DEALS ON
SHOPFLOOR MODELS

The new CoolFlex™ range of Memory Foam mattresses has been
developed for the ultimate in sleep comfort and support. By
incorporating cutting edge Coolblue™ Memory Foam you can be
assured of all the pressure relieving benefits of Memory Foam
without experiencing any heat discomfort associated with regular
visco elastic memory foam.

TM

CO
OO
OLF L E X 2 0

❖ Next day delivery
❖ No minimum order quantity

FIRM

This mattress is further enhanced by it’s beautiful cover made
from ‘Elas’, a luxuriously sumptuous, state-of-the-art fabric from
Lava Textiles of Belgium. Patented state-of-the-art knitting
technology is used to create the 600g ‘quilted effect’. Not only
does this add an extra layer of sumptuous luxury but also
maintains a true four-way stretch ability, perfectly complimenting
the adjustments in the CoolBlue™ memory foam beneath it.

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East & Yorkshire | Stuart Campbell | 07545 501076
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West and South Wales | Karl MacIver | 07772 863368
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Agents Required

Made in the
United Kingdom

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road,
Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113
F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk
W: www.conceptmemory.com
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UNDERLAY

Bottom line
We asked four manufacturers
how the market is faring
With consumers continuing to keep a close eye on their
spending, how has the underlay market responded?
For Helen Rowberry, Carpenter UK national sales manager,
the focus is on the better end of the market.
‘There’s no doubt that the economic squeeze is hitting every
part of the floorcoverings sector, so when volume is down,
retailers need to maintain margins by selling up. With underlay,
it really isn’t a difficult sell. The old maxim about it being better
to put a poorer quality carpet on decent underlay than a top
class carpet on cheap underlay holds especially true during
times of recession,’ she says.
‘Top quality underlay quite simply, really does help prolong
the life of more inexpensive carpets – as well as make them feel
luxurious underfoot,’ she says.
One of the world’s largest producers of polyurethane
underlay, Carpenter’s UK operation was established less than six
years ago and has rapidly gained market share to become a
major supplier to the UK underlay market. Rowberry says
Carpenter’s premium choice products – Extrastep, Ultrastep,

Deepstep
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Firmstep

Powerstep and Firmstep – offer better margins for retailers.
Extrastep is a 6mm thick, 180kg per cum density PU underlay
developed for the European domestic and UK contract markets.
Ultrastep, a heavy density PU, is 9mm thick and aimed at
applications demanding a more luxurious underlay. Like
Extrastep, it can be used for both stretch-fit or doublestick
installations.
Powerstep is a high quality 9mm thick,145kg per cum
underlay for both domestic and contract installations.
Firmstep is a 7mm thick,145kg per cum heavy contract
underlay.
Encouraging consumers to trade up to these products
ensures that retailers maintain profits.
‘And to help retailers protect those margins Magic,
introduced last year in response to the demand for a volume
end product, is a no-frills 9mm 85kg per cum density,
unbranded line that allows stockists to market the underlay as
their own,’ adds Rowberry.
Carpenter, tel: 01457 861 141
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UNDERLAY

‘Consumers need to be
convinced that buying an
underlay with their new
carpet will really make a
difference’

The Flexilay range
has two underlays

For Floorwise, the response has been to update its collections
and introduce products at both ends of the market.
‘Flooring retailers are facing pressure to deliver value
wherever possible and so our underlay product development is
looking at how we can respond to this as underlay is a great
way for retailers to harness additional revenue. That said it is
more than just simply providing product at a lower price point,
with branding, performance and versatility all playing their
part’, says Richard Bailey, Floorwise md.
He says the Hyper collection is well known for its consumerfocused POS and marketing materials and the company is
investing in new sampling that will help retailers to further
demonstrate its benefits.
Floorwise’s HD Base, Go and Lush underlays now have a
mesh grid to improve dimensional stability and to ease cutting
on-site while a top of the range 8mm Ultra High Density
HyperSURE underlay will be introduced.
‘This new underlay will deliver all the durability of rubber
crumb, but with the improved underfoot comfort of recycled
PU underlays, not forgetting a lower roll weight, stretch and
double-stick compatible and with the possibility to be recycled
at the end of its life. The additional comfort will prove a major
draw for consumers looking for the ultimate underlay and with
a cost saving over an equivalent rubber crumb, value again is
improved,’ says Bailey.
Floorwise is not forgetting the lower end, where price
competition is particularly fierce yet where perceived value is
often the difference between making or losing a sale.
‘Here, consumers need to be convinced that buying an
underlay with their new carpet will really make a difference and
so we have developed the Flexilay range of two underlays to do
exactly this. These products deliver exceptional value and a
strong brand to provide a convincing argument for consumers,
providing quality at a very tempting price.’
Floorwise, tel: 01509 673 974


Hyper has consumer-focused POS
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Insulation in Construction

The
sexiest
underlay
you will
never see
When an underlay looks this good it seems a
shame to hide it under the floor - it’s called...

sonic gold excel
high performance
underlay for wood
and laminate floors

Just one of the extensive Novostrat range of

High Performance Underlays
to suit every application and pocket
IDEAL WITH UNDERFLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS
I EXCEPTIONAL SOUND REDUCTION
I EXCELLENT IMPACT RESISTANCE
I

All the comfort of home
beneath your feet

All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

TEL: 00353 61-339287
www.novostrat-insulation.com
info@novostrat.com

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER
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UNDERLAY

‘People are moving to better
end products and retailers
want a product they can
make more margin on’
The past few months have been successful for Ezifloor,
particularly demand for its better end underlays.
‘Trade has been very good in the first quarter. People are
moving to better end products and retailers want a product
they can make more margin on. It’s got to look good as well
and be pleasing to the public. We’ve had a fantastic first quarter
so hopefully that will carry on,’ says Ian Craig, Ezifloor sales
director.
As a result of the demand the company is launching another
top end range: Natural Collection. The first product in the range
will be the 11mm, 100kg cum Ultimate Comfort.
Ultimate Comfort has a thermal rating of 3.9 and is stretch
and double-stick compatible. This will be followed by a 7mm
100kg cum and 9mm 100kg cum products.
Meanwhile the company is continuing to make
environmental improvements at its Keighley, West Yorkshire
factory.
The initial installation of solar panels has been quadrupled
and now produce almost all of the 150,000sqft factory’s
electricity while it has been granted planning permission to
build a wind turbine.
Ezifloor, tel: 01535 610 722
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Above: Ezifloor has
seen success,
particularly with its
better end
underlays such as
Superstep HD
Right: Natural
Collection will
follow Superstep in
having 7mm, 9mm
and 11mm products

The factory is now almost self-sufficient in electricity
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UNDERLAY
Underlay brand recognition (promoted)

35
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Steve Woodhead

‘It’s important that the
consumer recognises and
trusts leading brands’
The strength of the Tredaire and Duralay brands has been key
for Interfloor. Research for the company shows that the brands
have the most consumer awareness among more than 1,000
shoppers surveyed online.
‘Selling a brand that consumers recognise will always be
easier than trying to sell something that customers don’t
recognise or trust. Leading brands increase customer
satisfaction and repurchase through the retailer, and this
improves retailer margins,’ says Steve Woodhead, Interfloor
marketing director.
‘We’re encouraged that Tredaire and Duralay are maintaining
their popularity with consumers but we still have work to do to
raise interest in the category so that more people choose to buy
a branded underlay with their new carpet.’
Duralay achieved the highest prompted brand awareness in
the survey with 31%. Tredaire was second with 27%, followed
by Cloud 9 with 7%, Carpenter 5% and Hyper 3%.
‘Periodically we like to check on the consumer’s perception of
underlay brands, including ours. It’s important that the
consumer recognises and trusts leading brands and that, in
turn, helps the retailer sell branded products with confidence.
We need to ensure that interest in the leading underlay brands,
like Tredaire and Duralay, is nurtured,’ says Woodhead.
‘Our sales team work with our customers to find the best
product solutions to maximise retailer profit margins, and we
have seen an encouraging increase in the sales of branded
underlays such as Tredaire Softwalk and Dreamwalk, and
Duralay Treadmore and Timbermate Excel.’
Interfloor, tel: 01706 213 131
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Tredaire and Duralay
have the most
consumer awareness
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INTRODUCING
THE

U PHOLSTERED C O L L E C T I O N
The new Upholstered Collection blends sumptuous fabrics, in neutral tones, with elegant design.
A sophisticated palette of colours will effortlessly merge with virtually any interior and existing
bedroom theme.
The launch of the new Upholstered Collection coincides with the eclectic approach to styling our
living space. The look, feel and quality manufacturing of each individual piece, plays to this trend.

Anastasia

Charlotte

furnish your imagination
www.serenefurnishings.co.uk
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A choice in the fabric colour and leg finish on each of the bedsteads provides an almost bespoke
feel, encouraging a seamless introduction that complements the wider styling of the home.
We are proud to now present you with our new Upholstered Collection, which we are confident
will open new doors to imaginative, luxurious bedroom design.

Hazel

Chelsea

For a copy of our
Upholstered Collection
brochure please call
our Sales Team on:
s al

es

Innovative design and quality
manufacturing,
all at exceptional value.

0121 505 0270
@
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Clever springs
After 30 years in development, Octaspring is ready for the UK market

At about the same time that Belgian
Willy Poppe began developing the
Octaspring system, Knorr ran a TV
advertisement for its stock cubes in
which two men discussed what they
were going to have to eat that evening.
As one had had chicken the night
before he told his colleague he
expected chicken soup. Instead he was
given pea and ham soup as his wife
used the stock cubes. When he
explained this the next morning his
confused friend replied: ‘Pea and ham,
from a chicken? Now that’s clever.’
Retailers experiencing the Octaspring
spring system for the first time could be
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forgiven for paraphrasing ‘springs from
foam, now that’s clever’.
‘Octaspring is a memory foam spring,
which has all the benefits of the
traditional spring and all the benefits of
a memory foam mattresses, but none of
the drawbacks,’ explains Jim Harrower,
Dormeo UK commercial manager.
‘The uniqueness of the Octaspring is
in its design, the honeycomb shape
allows springs to move the air through
the mattress and the mattress doesn’t
get hot, but at the same time the
customer can enjoy all the benefits of
the memory foam.’
Traditional springs can create a lot of

pressure points but Octaspring moves
three-dimensionally and supports each
part of your body, giving perfect
support and comfort, he says.
The company has tested the springs
for durability and offers a 20-year
warranty.
‘One of the best features is that we
can create Octaspring in different
hardnesses which means that we can
create a zoned mattress offering the
perfect balance between the cradling
soft feel of memory foam and the
firmer support of the Ecocell springs for
the bottom of the mattress,’ says
Harrower.
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Left: Air can circulate
through the mattress
Below: Octaspring
8500 mattress

Left:
Octaspring
uses foam springs
Right: The collection also
includes zoned body toppers
and pillows

Dormeo UK’s parent company, panEuropean retailer Studio Moderna,
bought the rights to the design from
Poppe.
‘We think it is the best new technology
in the mattress market for many years,
and we have made a big investment in
the technology and patents and we will
make even bigger investments in the
marketing of this product worldwide,’
Harrower explains.
The company plans to spend £1.5m on
consumer advertising backed with POS
including bed display units, touchscreen
systems to educate consumers in-store,
retail sales staff incentives and show

cards, banners and
brochures.
Dormeo will also use its website to
educate shoppers.
‘The website is transactional and the
public can buy the beds online from us
but our retailers are happy in the
knowledge that they will never be
undersold by us,’ he stresses.
Consumers often go online to see if
they can buy something cheaper but the
price they see on Octaspring’s website
will always be the consumer price.
Retailers will all be able to show a
substantial discount from the
consumer price and still make a healthy

margin from it.
‘As we gain distribution it is
obvious that retailers love the
Octaspring story as we’ve given them a
product with many unique features and
benefits they can talk about to
consumers,’ he says.
‘Our target is to have a UK-wide
network of good quality retailers by the
end of the year. We are absolutely sure
that new Octaspring technology will not
only open new doors and expand the
business, but will bring the Dormeo
brand to a new stage of the global
awareness,’ adds Harrower.
Visit: www.octaspring.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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RUGS
Left: Clowns is based
on graffiti
Right: From Russia
With Love’s Janka
Splashed
Far right: Tagged
combines knots with
hand tufting
Centre: Bidjar Enjoy
uses the pattern of a
football’s movement
Bottom: Erased
Heritage uses the
antique finish
technique

Still breaking the rules
Jan Kath continues to stretch the boundaries with his designs and production
Since Jan Kath began making rugs to his
own designs he has ignored the
rulebook and done things his way. The
2012 collection shows no sign of him
changing his ways.
Tagged for example, combines
traditionally hand-knotted Oriental rugs
and Jan Kath’s trademark antique
finishing technique with hand-tufting for
the first time. Graphics and slogans such
as Make Rugs not War, Sex, Rugs, and
Rock ‘n’ Roll, and This Is a Rug Revolution
appear like graffiti on the traditional
knotted surface.
‘It almost looks as if silk is bubbling out
of the background. Until now there was a
clear rule: either tuft or knot,’ says Kath.
‘We have created a brand new genre
with this method, setting new
benchmarks in the world of art and
design.’
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He says the two manufacturing
processes do not compete but
emphasise each other’s unique character,
with the hand-knotted foundation acting
as a stage for the tufting, while the
tufting underlines the depth of the
traditional production technique.
Of course the designs don’t offer the
instant gratification of mass produced
rugs, nor the cost. Tagged for example,
takes up to six months to make and costs
€3,000 (£2,508) per sqm, but it has again
shown what can be done when creativity
meets heritage.
The Erased Heritage range also makes
use of Kath’s antique finishing technique.
‘Every community, region, and cultural
group in the East has developed a
particular style of carpet. It’s fascinating
how, over the centuries, different areas
have developed such different signature

features and styles. With the Erased
Heritage collection, we are helping to
make sure that these ideas survive into
the modern age,’ he explains.
Clowns takes its design from graffiti
near the Jan Kath showroom in New
York, taking four weavers three months
to complete the 150,000 knots per sqm
design.
In contrast, From Russia With Love opts
for opulence, combining the influences
of traditional Russian headscarves,
Spanish carpets and fluorescent colours
for the collection’s four designs –
Scarlenka, Marlenka, Sofianka and Janka.
‘People who see them will ask whether
the decoration was added after the
carpet was made, or whether some of
these features were removed later in the
process. The best way to solve this puzzle
is to use your hands,’ explains Kath.
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‘Anyone who runs their palm over the
combination of material – wool, silk, and
nettle fibre – will easily notice that the
erosion is nothing more than an optical
illusion.’
The traditional Persian Bidjar design
has been reinterpreted with repeating
patterns in eight contemporary colour
combinations while Bidjar Enjoy and
Bidjar Muted use the patterns of the
movement of the ball and passes
respectively during a Bundesliga match.
Visit: www.jan-kath.de

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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RUGS

Createx is bringing
its Loft display
stand to the UK
along with its
Patchwork rugs

Patching in on the UK
Belgian company Createx is targeting the UK
Belgian rug company Createx has always
concentrated on the Continental
European market, but it is now looking to
bring its designs to the UK.
‘We specialise in the development of
trendy and innovative collections in rugs
that are produced by different
subcontracting partners,’ says Yves De
Rudder, Createx md.
‘Originally the main business was
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oriented to the European market but
now we are looking to expand our
presence in the UK market.’
Createx’s UK launch collection will be
Patchwork. The company has drawn
inspiration from historic French Aubusson
designs for the range, which is a 70%
wool/ 30% cotton chenille mix. This will
soon be followed by other ranges.
The company has developed the Loft

display stand that shows 32 samples
while only taking up 1sqm of floorspace.
‘All collections are available in standard
sizes but also available in custom made
sizes and delivered within three weeks to
the store. Due to the Loft display concept
a store can sell a very wide rug collection
without being obliged to buy stock of
everything,’ De Rudder adds.
Createx, tel: 00 32 5630 6633
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Don’t fall behind your competition…

AWARDS
AWARDS 2011
WINNER
2011
WINNER

BEST FINANCE PROVIDER

Our finance solutions could keep
you ahead of the game
Our retail partners are already benefitting from offering our bespoke
point of sale finance solutions and you can too!
We can offer a tailor made service that fits in with your
business needs and credit strategy.
Call us today on 0844 375 5501 quoting INTERIORSAP
to find out more.

T: 0844 375 5501
E: newbusiness@hitachicapital.co.uk
W: www.hitachicapital.co.uk/retail-finance
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Colour banks
Melrose Textile’s spending on enhancing
its brand portfolio is continuing
Melrose Textile has invested significantly in developing its
brand portfolio in the past year during which time it launched
The Homemaker Rug Collection brand. This year will see further
rebranding and new packaging across all its product categories.
In particular, its flourishing children’s brand Colorama will be
expanded to provide a greater depth of offer. The Colorama
range currently includes printed play mats, shaped shaggies
and fun fur rugs in plains and patterns.
‘We launched our principal brand, The Homemaker Rug
Collection, at the Harrogate Flooring Show last September, with
considerable success. The collection is a comprehensive range
of machine-woven qualities and includes a number of products
that are exclusive to Melrose in the UK,’ says Helen Jackson,
Melrose merchandise director.
Lines include a diverse selection of shaggy, BCF, heatset and
Verona

flatweave
textures in
modern and
traditional
designs.
Jackson says
the Cameo
heatset quality
has generated
Cameo
much
attention as designs and colour banks have been developed
entirely in-house with UK trends in mind. The contemporary
polypropylene range features seven exclusive designs in a
variety of sizes from 60cm x 110cm to 160cm x 230cm.
‘Cameo is an excellent product at a fantastic price. We are
confident this vibrant range represents tremendous value for
both Melrose and our customers in this competitive market,’
says Jackson.
The trend-led Cameo range is complemented by mainstay
quality Verona, a range of semi-plain, soft-textured
polypropylene rugs featuring a cut and loop effect in four
designs and three sizes. Verona’s core colour bank of red,
natural and chocolate has been refreshed by adding teal.
Melrose Textile, tel: 0800 035 3546

Colorama
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Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

Light rustic oak Denver

Spring
clean?

Rounded edges give Denver a softer look

Out with the old and in with the new Denver collection by Furniture Origins UK
Denver by Furniture Origins UK offers the discerning style of classic and
elegant country living.
This natural light oak and lacquered range showcases the natural
variations in its timber’s colour and grain, giving each piece a unique
and distinct detail and character. It is enhanced with solid metal acces-

CONTACT DETAILS
The Former Sanken Building,
Abercynon, Rhondda Cynon Taff,
Mid Glamorgan CF45 4XA
T: 0845 223 4900
F: 0845 223 4901
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins. co.uk; M: 07702 603971
Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

sories and finished with rounded corners, creating softness to its
appearance.
Manufactured using the finest sustainable timbers, incorporating
veneers, this light rustic oak collection is a perfect accompaniment to
any home, adding a touch of old world charm into modern day living.

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater
London:
E: alan.endersbee@furniture
origins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019
Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/
Cumbria/North East and Yorkshire:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
Teresa Reaney, marketing communications officer:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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All+’s aluminium QSystem includes a gazebo, bench, table
and the QZone-Kitchen including storage options and
gazebo to expand outdoor cooking from the barbecue.
The table has an inset stainless steel tray in the centre
suitable for salad or chilling the champagne
Visit: www.allplus.eu

Driade’s aluminium Sunrise takes its inspiration from Victorian cast iron
designs and is to be launched at ISalone. The chairs, including a wide
version, have a palm leaf motif while the bench sports three suns
Driade, tel: 00 39 052 381 8660

Milano from Alexander Francis is a
nine-piece modular set with a
natural look in PE rattan wicker
Alexander Francis, tel: 0117 325 2547

Summer sizzlers
Now could be the time to offer something more
exciting than a glass table or cheap plastic set
Ambient Lounge’s Conversion outdoor
beanbag is waterproof, UV protected, easy
to clean and can also be used indoors
Ambient Lounge, tel: 0844 870 186

Kettal’s Bitta combines aluminium frames with braided polyester cords,
teak and stone table tops and includes a fully upholstered swing
Kettal, tel: 00 34 93 487 9090
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Myyour is launching at ISalone
the stackable Moordesign
stools and table made from
durable PolEasy
Myyour, tel: 00 39 049 596 3419

Furniture needs dressing such as with Susie
Watson Designs’ Shalini hand block-printed linen
cushion and 100% wool throw
Susie Watson Designs, tel: 0844 980 8185
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Right: Kirar includes the Tête à
Tête daybed (below) and is
influenced by Japanese basket
weaving
Bottom: Avon is designed by Tim
Fenby

Ins and outs
Many Barlow Tyrie ranges are
suitable for outdoor and indoor use
As gardens are increasingly regarded as outdoor rooms the
popularity of deep seating and sofa-style furniture continues to
increase, with more people choosing to include a dining table
and chairs. This combination creates a place to relax and
unwind as well as dine and entertain. Such furniture is also
being used to bridge the gap between indoors and out in
conservatories, extensions and sun rooms.
American designer Laura Kirar has drawn inspiration from
Japanese basket weaving to create a unique triaxal weave
pattern for Barlow Tyrie’s Kirar collection. Included is the Tête à
Tête daybed, deep seating group and dining group, all of which
are available in two colours: Java and Driftwood.
Some 90 years on from when Frederick Barlow and Victor
Tyrie first started the business, the use of teak remains at the
heart of the Barlow Tyrie collection, as seen in the new Avon
teak range, says James Tyrie, Barlow Tyrie director.
Created by award-winning British designer Tim Fenby, Avon is
a fusion of soft retro curves from the 1940s and 1950s with the
clean, simple lines of today.
‘It is a contemporary teak dining range that presents Barlow
Tyrie’s distinguished craftsmanship in making beautifully
sculpted, quality teak furniture,’ he says.
‘In a year that will see the attention of the world focused on
the UK, companies such as Barlow Tyrie are a fine example of
why we should always be rightly proud of our British heritage
and expertise,’ adds Tyrie.
Visit: www.teak.com
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Green wish
Environmental labelling scheme is starting to grow
The Made Aware garden furniture environmental labelling
scheme is set for a consumer marketing boost.
Products carrying the Made Aware label are designed and
manufactured with the aim of making progressive and
worthwhile improvements to the environment and the welfare
of those who produce them. The scheme covers issues such as
the sourcing and sustainability of raw materials, pollution
control, worker welfare, carbon footprint, product longevity and
end of life disposal.
The Leisure and Outdoor Furniture Association, which runs
the scheme, is planning a three-pronged marketing push. As
well as a PR campaign it is using social media – it has a
Facebook network of more than 7,000 followers – and this
spring will see the launch of its Wishing Tree campaign.
Consumers attach their environmental wish to the Wishing
Tree which will be a feature at major consumer gardening
exhibitions while garden furniture retailers will have trees
in-store.
LOFA says it has had a great response from newspapers,
magazines, TV programmes and with Twitter, where followers
include celebrity interior designer Kelly Hoppen, World Cup
skier Chemmy Alcott, MP Zac Goldsmith, the Soil Association,
The Guardian, plus leading garden centres and green advocates.
‘The Wishing Tree will be a very important way for us to
engage with light green consumers. This is already live on the

Made Aware website and we have already received a number of
wishes. We will be taking the Wishing Tree to some of the major
consumer gardening shows this spring, where it will be seen by
tens of thousands of consumers and gardening enthusiasts,’
says a LOFA spokesman.
The right to display the Made Aware label is agreed by a
panel of independent supply chain sustainability experts who
decide if an improvement will generate a worthwhile benefit.
This is based on a range of industry standard environmental
and social criteria. Suppliers must provide evidence that the
improvement has been implemented, and indicate how much
impact this will have.
Every year 10% of the manufacturers that have the right to
display the Made Aware label are independently checked by a
third party to ensure the claimed improvement has been
implemented and the benefits are being achieved.
‘Made Aware has been specifically developed to enable small
businesses to help improve the environment. Many
environmental schemes are too costly and bureaucratic for
small businesses to cope with. Made Aware avoids these
barriers, so that even the smallest businesses can take part and
make a contribution. This means the scheme is helping to
broaden the overall environmental improvement effort,’ says
the spokesman.
Visit: www.madeaware.org.uk/the-virtual-wishing-tree.php

Retailers can have the
Wishing Tree in-store

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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LVT

Rewarding
partnerships
The introduction of a loyalty scheme
is strengthening relationships
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LVT

Left: Opus Urbus
Above: Opus Ignea
Top right: Opus
Aurum
Right: Opus Mico
Far right: Opus
Slate

For Karndean Designflooring the independent retail trade is,
and always will be, its key partner, which is why during the past
two years it has talked with retailers about how it can support
them to sell their products.
‘Based on their feedback, which concentrated on the need to
build a partnership, we have launched Karndean Vantage,’ says
Liz Hadfield, Karndean Designflooring retail marketing
manager.
‘This is an enhanced, online programme dedicated to
independent retailers that rewards loyalty and makes working
with Karndean even easier.’
Retailers earn points as they buy which can be spent in an
online catalogue: reinvesting back into their business, or buying
other items such as TVs, office equipment, phones or vouchers.
Vantage also gives members access to retail promotions and
new members receive bonus points.
‘Right now there is a great promotion for our Opus range. For
every box ordered we’re giving retailers 1,000 bonus points.
That really adds up. Sell five boxes and you’ve got a free display
floor for your shop, sell 40 boxes and you’ve earned yourself an
iPad,’ says Hadfield.

The programme is easy to use for bricks and mortar retailers
that have an account with Karndean and can access the
Internet.
The Vantage programme also hopes to support retailers by
giving them marketing resources at their fingertips.
‘Karndean will continue to invest in PR and advertising
nationally to increase footfall in stores but with Vantage
retailers can also find the information they need to build their
own promotional campaigns,’ she says.
It has created advertising templates that can be used in local
newspapers plus exhibition kits that can be used at local shows
or out and about. Another useful tool is the media mapping
service; providing helpful media information on opportunities
in retailers’ local area and supply costs for local media
advertising.
Vantage members are also listed on the Find A Retailer
section of Karndean’s website.
‘New customer leads are extremely important to
independent retailers and the hottest leads are the ones that
are actively looking for a retailer,’ Hadfield adds.
Karndean Designflooring, tel: 01386 220 200

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Fitting is simple with the Adore Click fitting system

Just click
Fitting Adore Touch’s LVT is easy
Adore Touch uses the Adore Click fitting system on its LVT
collection so it can be fitted quickly and easily without the need
for adhesives or tools.
With a 25-year warranty and designed with Nano-Silver and
Micro-Ceramic protective properties, Adore Touch is suitable for
all rooms including bathrooms and is warm and quiet
underfoot.
Twenty colourfast to UV finishes are available, including oaks,
cherries, walnut, beech, wenge, bamboo and maple.
The range is supported by POS and consumer literature.
Adore Touch, tel: 01675 433 075

Enticing
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Parquet
parade
Quick-Step’s designs
have the latest looks

Compact Cotton White Oak Matt

Quick-Step has placed itself at the centre
of the flooring fashion catwalk with its
2012 parquet collection.
The large plank Palazzo (182cm long x
19cm wide) creates more depth in the
room while the subtle joint on the long
side also adds extra perspective and
gives the floor its natural character.
Palazzo has 16 oak types ranging from
classic natural colours to elegant and
multifunctional grey, intimate warm
brown tones to black.
The range also has a number of aged
designs. The White Pepper Oak Oiled, for
example, has small dents and aged
edges on the long side of the planks to
give extra character. Dips and notches
are not repetitive which means every
plank is unique.
With the same length as the Palazzo
floor planks but a width of 14.5cm,
Castello offers a range of exotic hard
wood varieties such as jatoba and
merbau alongside classic European oak,
ash and walnut.
Villa is a range of triple-strip parquet
floors with the fine strips making a room
appear more spacious. Whitewashed Oak
Matt has lime in the grooves to create a
whitewashed effect that highlights the
wooden floor. The white patina
combined with the matt finish creates a
subtle range of tones.
There is also a more budget friendly
range: Compact. Available in one and
three stripe versions the 12.5mm thick
plank is suitable for renovation projects
where the parquet floor is laid on top of
the existing floor.
Quick-Step, tel: 00 32 5667 5211

Castello Cappuccino Oak Oiled

Palazzo White Pepper Oak Oiled

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Small but
perfectly
formed

Dining alone or need a side table
to supplement an existing table?
Walter Knoll’s Mason can do this
and then revert back to a console
or coffee table.
Walter Knoll, tel: 00 49 70 3220 8250

No dining collection is complete
without a small dining table to
make the most of tighter spaces
in modern homes. Here’s a
selection to choose from 

Zeitraum’s Turntable is available in four diameters – 90cm and
100cm (with 53cm base) and 120cm and 140cm (with 63cm base)
Zeitraum, tel: 00 49 81 7141 8130

Zeitraum’s Turntable is available in four diameters – 90cm and
100cm (with 53cm base) and 120cm and 140cm (with 63cm base)
Zeitraum, tel: 00 49 81 7141 8130

G Plan Cabinets’ Davenport single-pedestal circular dining table is part of an 18-strong
collection and can be extended to seat six people
G Plan, tel: 0141 300 7300
.
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Oficina Inglesa’s Adelaide small dining
table is made from French cherry with a
gold leaf table top
Oficina Inglesa, tel: 020 8883 8876

Vitamin Designs’ Zirkel table and Tau
chair have optional knitted gaiters and
the table is available in several sizes
Visit: www.vitamin-design.de
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a comprehensive
range of AV furniture

Profit
with UK-CF
room service
F You make the sale
F You place your order with us
F Your work is complete –

Your profit is in the till!
F Room Service delivers direct
F No cash tied up in stock

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF authorised dealer in your area.

Web: www.ukcf.co.uk
Email: sales@ukcf.co.uk
General enquiries: +44 (0) 1706 235 210
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Old Charm’s Aldeburgh and Amberley dining
groups feature more traditional styling for where
space is at a premium. Available in four colours,
including the new for 2012 Heritage finish, both
tables seat six people when fully open and down to
two for the gateleg Amberley.
Hertford offers more contemporary styling that
follows the simple lines reflected in the rest of the
range including the gateleg table.
Cotswold features four types of extending dining
table including the compact round table. Cotswold
is made in seasoned elm and finished in two mellow
colours, Honey and Mocha.
All dining groups from Old Charm are completed
with a choice of different size sideboards, dresser
tops and mirrors, as well as an extensive chair offer.
Old Charm, tel: 01920 469 241
Top: Cotswold round
extending table
Above: Hertford gateleg
table
Left: Amberley gateleg
table
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NEW FOR
2012

SOMERSET Unextended

SOMERSET 800 (1300) x 800 Draw-Leaf Extending Dining Set

DEVON Unextended

DEVON Extended

METRO Collection

Sideboard

Console Table

Nest

Coffee Table
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TRANSPORT

A look at the latest news in the transport sector

Osborne ‘missed chance’
to help haulage industry

Vehicles are equipped with fuel saving software

Andrew Porter
celebrates
green success
Lancashire transport firm Andrew Porter is celebrating being a
finalist in the Environmental Impact Award in the Red Rose
Awards.
Its green business practices include investment in bespoke
software to help minimise mileage on deliveries and vehicle
tracking systems that help reduce fuel wastage. Together, these
technologies save the equivalent of running an extra two
vehicles for a year – about 62,000miles.
Andrew Porter refurbishes its vehicles every five years to give
them a longer working life and has purchased new exhaust
systems to ensure its fleet meets the emissions standards of the
London Emissions Zone.
Across its business relocation and furniture logistics arms
Andrew Porter recycles about 85% of all waste cardboard,
plastic and metal – more than 260tonnes between 2010 and
the end of 2011. In total, 100% of the items it collects are either
re-used or recycled.
‘We are very proud to have made it through to the shortlist
and for our hard work to be recognised,’ says Tim Aspey, Andrew
Porter md. ‘As a logistics company we are very aware of the
effect our business can have on the environment through
emissions and we are constantly looking for innovative ways to
minimise this impact. We believe the changes we have made so
far are industry leading and show our customers that they can
be confident of a high quality and environmentally aware
service from us.’
Andrew Porter, tel: 01257 482 398
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The Government missed an opportunity to help the haulage
sector in last month’s Budget, according to the Freight
Transport Association, which has warned that chancellor
George Osborne condemned UK industry to suffer the
consequences of even higher fuel bills and operational costs.
‘The chancellor has squandered a very real opportunity to
support UK industry, jobs and economic recovery by his Budget
policy on fuel duty,’ says Simon Chapman, FTA chief economist.
Independent research has shown that a cut in diesel duty of
2.5p per litre would create 175,000 jobs with no loss of revenue
to the Exchequer, he says. But the fuel duty increase of 3p per
litre scheduled for August will increase the average cost of lorry
operation by around £1,200 per vehicle per year. This is on top
of other price rises which are inevitable as a consequence of the
current and anticipated increases in the world price of oil.
Higher commercial vehicle operating costs impact on the
price of everything we use or consume, and contribute to
inflation and higher consumer prices, says Chapman.
‘Osborne has lost an opportunity to benefit every household
in the UK and he must be persuaded to change his policy. The
much heralded Fair Fuel Stabiliser has emerged as a damp
squib. All it does is to formalise fuel duty increases above
inflation if world oil prices fall below $75 per barrel. At the very
least, what he should have done was to commit to freezing fuel
duty when world oil prices were above $100 per barrel,’ he adds.

Collection strength
Furdeco’s collection service is fast becoming its stronghold,
according to the company. It collects from manufacturers
or distributors around the UK and delivers directly to
consumers.
‘Many of our customers are taking advantage of this
service, which gives them the edge in a fast delivery and
impresses the customer and leads to repeat custom,’ says a
Furdeco spokesman. Collections can be arranged from the
retailer’s store, warehouse or the supplier.
‘We arrange collections on the back of our delivery
routes so that we can offer this service free of charge. All
we ask is that items are packed and kept ready for
collection prior to the drivers arriving to collect,’ he says.
Furdeco offers three delivery options with its two-man
white glove service, starting from delivery within 10
working days. For all options the customer is telephoned
and told the day of delivery with a two hour window. On
the day of delivery they are called again and given an
hour’s notice of arrival.
‘We ensure human contact is made prior to shipping
goods, we do not rely on text or email messages,’ he adds.
Furdeco, tel: 0871 288 5010
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The 2-man home
delivery solution...
...getting furniture
into the home
Furdeco is the UK’s finest 2 Man Furniture Home Delivery Service,
offering retailers, wholesalers and even the end user an efficient
white glove service. We understand how furniture needs to be
stored, handled and delivered. We make hundreds of deliveries on
behalf of our clients each week providing a room of choice delivery,
unpacking and assembly where required.
Where we differ from other companies is that we only deliver, store
and handle furniture and offer a 2 man room of choice delivery as
standard. We have a central 40,000 sq ft hub which eliminates the
continuous handling of the product resulting in a reduction of
damage and loss for all our clients to date.

Home Delivery - Important points on our service:
• All vehicles go out with a 2 man uniformed crew
• All deliveries are booked in 3 days in advance
• All deliveries are allocated a 2-3 hour timeslot
• Calls can be made on the day of delivery
• We only use our own vehicles with our own staff
(excluding north Scotland region)
• We operate out of our 40,000 sq ft warehouse
• We only have the one central hub to minimise handling of the product
therefore reducing risk of damage
• Dedicated account manager so you speak to the same person all the time.
• Online Home Delivery software
• We can collect from your warehouse/store or your supplier’s premises
• We can take in deliveries from yourself or your suppliers
• We can provide container unloading and storage

We believe we go the extra
mile for all our clients, we are
flexible and able to
undertake all tasks involved
with furniture delivery.
Give us a call on
08712885010
or email your enquiry through
at info@furdeco.co.uk

Further information can also be found on our website
www.furdeco.co.uk
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London Design Week

REVIEW
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Harbour
sights
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour is home to 90 interiors companies representing
more than 500 brands and during London Design Week (11-16 March) their
latest products were revealed. As ever there was a plethora of fabrics

72

1 Zinc Textile debuted four collections,

2 Swaffer’s Visage II collection is made up

all with a 1970s look, including
Marbleous, woven from a mix of silk and
linen, accompanied by four tactile plains
including a matt velvet with a crosshatch
design, a tailored strié with twill detail, a
sumptuous satin and an asymmetrical
pleated satin.
Zinc Textile, tel: 01623 756 699

of 13 sheer designs including geometric
burn outs, embroideries and mesh styles.
With its 3m width, curtains can be made
without joins.
Swaffer, tel: 01733 371 727
3 Christian Fischbacher’s floral
Midsummer Day fabric is also available
as bedlinen.

Interiors Monthly April 2012

Christian Fischbacher, tel: 020 7351 9332
4 Lewis & Wood again combined with
wood engraver Andrew Davidson to
create Royal Oak, a country scene
available in two colours, and Lamorna
Cove, an underwater scene in five
colours.
Lewis & Wood, tel: 01453 878 517
5 Dedar’s launches included Ziggy, a
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London Design Week
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8

small geometric pattern on a stain
ground with contrast between the
smooth ground and linen relief yarn.
Dedar, tel: 020 7351 9939
6 Villa Nova’s Indienne is an Indian
influenced collection featuring a largescale print, hand block printed linen,
embroidered silk and silk pocket weave.
Villa Nova, tel: 01623 756 699

7 Nobilis’ Jardins Suspendus collection

9 Zimmer & Rohde’s Gallery collection

has four watercolour floral prints with
coordinating stripes and plains.
Nobilis, tel: 020 8767 0774
8 Sahco’s Satinee and Sansibar were
among its silk satin launches. Satinee is
available in 19 colours while Sansibar
combines narrow and wide stripes.
Sahco, tel: 020 7352 6168

includes Galaxy with colourful satin
ground contrasting with the matt,
overlapping horizontal stripes.
Zimmer & Rohde, tel: 020 7351 7115
10 Larsen fabrics looked to Cubism and
Art Deco for its 2012 collection of fabrics
and designs.
Larson Fabrics, tel: 020 7318 6000 

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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London Design Week

REVIEW

11

12

13

14
11 Sanderson’s Colour For Living has 11
print designs from large-scale abstract
patterns and engraved inky florals to
small geometric block patterns.
Sanderson, tel: 0844 543 4749
12 The freshness of linen meets the
warmth of wool in C&C Milano’s Valzer
and Gran Valzer, a soft and natural
jacquard in the delicate tones of sand,
silver, stone, moss, iris and denim.
Stylised elements evoke the fluid lines of
floaty evening dresses, flowing to the
74
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15
rhythm of a waltz. Zooming in on the
elements animating Valzer creates Gran
Valzer.
C&C Milano, tel: 020 7751 4554
13 David Rockwell’s The Spotlight
Collection for Jim Thompson expresses
the effect of ever-shifting light on
geometric and natural patterns in two
colour directions – modern metallic
surfaces, and rich and playful colours
found in nature.
Jim Thompson, tel: 020 7368 7700

14 Harlequin Group introduced the
Scion brand’s first collection – Melinki, a
mix of on-trend printed fabrics,
embroideries, jacquards, coordinating
plains and complementary wallpapers.
Scion, tel: 0844 543 0100
15 Edelman Leather’s Sulky leather is
reminiscent of earlier times when there
were upholstered seats in private railway
cars and doctors still made house calls
with their bags.
Edelman Leather, tel: 020 7351 7305
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PREVIEW

Proposte celebrates its 20th anniversary
of showing high end furnishing fabrics

Proposte 8-10 May

Top material



Alessandro Cocchia’s
winning marketing design
for the 2012 show

Next month will see the cream of Europe’s furnishing fabric
producers gather in Como, Italy from 8-10 May as Proposte
celebrates its 20th anniversary.
The 1993 debut featured 44 exhibitors – 38 Italian and six
non-Italian – covering 2,900sqm and attracted 2,361
visitors, two-thirds of which were Italian. This year the show
will host 105 companies – 55 non-Italian – covering
6,300sqm and is expected to attract 6,500 visitors.
While the numbers have changed, one constant remains
of only top-quality European manufacturers allowed to
exhibit.
There will be seven first time exhibitors at this year’s

event: Athenea-Texathenea (Spain), Clerici Tessuto Luna
Home (Italy), Martinelli Ginetto (Italy), Ragolle (Belgium),
Schmitz-Werke (Germany), Weverij Van Neder (Belgium) and
Textiles Vilber (Spain).
The show will be on different days, running from Tuesday
to Thursday, rather than the usual Wednesday to Friday.
To mark the anniversary, soloists from the Vienna
Philharmonic will perform a concert on 9 May.
Shuttle services will operate between the show and
Milan, Linate and Malpensa airports and San Giovanni train
station.
Visit: www.propostefair.it

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

ACROSS

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p78
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1 Episode
6 Spanish snack
10 Elevator man
14 High public esteem (US)
15 Summer coolers
16 Tempo
17 Pong maker
18 Phloem
19 Management
20 Unfairly meted out (US)
23 Building wing
24 So that’s your game!
25 Animator Avery
26 Make another point
27 Abuse
32 Algerian port
35 Fight, disturbance
36 Tarnish
37 Long-distance shooting?
41 Muesli morsel
42 Embankment
43 ___ boy!
44 Persons of refined taste
46 Fellow
48 Pop’s partner
49 Organ of hearing
50 Massage
53 Obligation
58 Plenty
59 Couple
60 Seal
61 To ___ (perfectly)
62 Twiddling one’s thumbs
63 ___ Gay
64 Constituent
65 ___-do-well
66 Sprinkle

DOWN

1 Disgrace
2 Sum
3 Total
4 Director Ephron
5 Three-legged support
6 Forbidden
7 Purim’s month
8 Nuisance
9 Italian wine city
10 Kitchen utensil
11 Not subject to taxation
12 Secured, as victory
13 Brief instant
21 Third degree?
22 Brown-furred aquatic carnivorous
mammal
26 Hydrocarbon suffix
27 Doles (out)
28 ____ vera
29 Human limb, section of a journey
30 Exclamations of relief
31 ___ Little Tenderness
32 Siouan speaker
33 Gather, harvest
34 Flight altitude barometer
35 Relocate
38 Fleshy
39 That ship
40 Help, resource
45 Coddle
46 Test site
47 Comes up
49 Duck with soft down
50 Strictness
51 Functional
52 Clause
53 Roster
54 Thor’s father
55 Unclothed
56 Ad word
57 Bits of thread
58 One circuit
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AGENTS REQUIRED
We are looking for well-connected, enthusiastic,
self-motivated Regional Sales Agents to join our
wholesale business in the UK, promoting our range
of Rugs or our range of Furniture to Independent
and Regional Group Retailers. Opportunities exist
for both product groups. Successful applicants
should have a proven track record with the key
responsibility of seeking opportunities with new
and existing customers to increase sales.
We offer
• established areas with room for development
• good rates of commission
• prompt payment
• full training and sales support
• showvan (shared use)
• showrooms in Nottingham and Lanark
Please apply with CV
and references to:
Paul James, Sales Director
Origin Red UK Ltd
Unit 10, Harrington Mills
Leopold Street, Long Eaton
Notts NG10 4QE
paul.james@originred.co.uk

We make your Mark!
We manufacture high-quality name/logo
badges that make your product unique and
give it an increased perception of value.

www.poellath.de
info@poellath.de
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FINAL POLISH
Divorce deal

Spoof news website thespoof.co.uk
brings us this piece of TV and interiors
‘news’:
Following the success of Danish drama
Snegl Løb (Snail Race) and Danish
tragedy, Se Mug Vokse (Watching Mould
Grow), the BBC has imported another
Scandinavian drama.
Entitled Maling Tørker (Paint Drying), it
is a Norwegian drama set in a sleepy
town in the Norwegian forests. It follows
Lars in real time as he waits for his Ikea
furniture to be delivered.
During the first episode, Lars sits at
home in a chair waiting for his furniture
to be delivered. He sighs a lot, reads a
newspaper, makes a cup of coffee then
sits and waits some more – and that’s
just the first hour of the six-hour episode.
Later, he decides to paint the wall
before the furniture arrives, which
explains the title of the show.
In a sneak preview, I caught a glimpse
of the second episode (there are 50 in
total), where there is a shocking
revelation that the furniture was
misdirected and the delivery will be
delayed.

It was pioneered by a German retailer a
few years back, but a Falkirk retailer has
seen a huge increase in interest after it
began selling discount furniture packs
for divorcees.
What began as a joke for Inspirational
Furniture has become a money-spinner,
with 1,000 shoppers asking about the
offer in the first three days.
‘I was chatting to an employee who
mentioned the amount of break-ups at
this time of year,’ Mark McAlpine, owner,
told The Scottish Sun.
‘We get lots of people coming in who
have broken up and are looking for
furniture for a new place quickly. It was a
bit of a joke at first, but the level of
interest is unheard of,’ he says.
The break-up deal includes a sofa, two
chairs, a wardrobe, a chest of drawers
and a bed frame for £999 – £400 less
than if bought separately.
The firm’s website proclaims: ‘It’s
always tough at the end of a relationship.
When you’re finally done flogging that
dead horse you have much to consider.
‘Often you take what you can and
aren’t left with much – especially since
you are the one moving out. The first few
days of your new found freedom should
be yours to enjoy, and we are here to
help you on your way.’
McAlpine adds: ‘Obviously we don’t
want any of our customers to split up,
but if they do we are here to help.’

A beautiful game
Umbro has also decided furniture is a
source of comedy and created a
Furniture Footballers XI.
To be played at Windsor Chair Park and
refereed by Howardrobe Webb, the team
is Peter Couch, Ade Flatpackinbiyi, El
Hadji Pouffe, Jonjo Shelfy, Zinedine
Divan, Marc Sofamars, Dedrick
Lazyboyatta, Zat Knight-Stand, Bedley
King, Tony Bookcase and Ikea Casillas.
The substitutes are Darren Bench,
Chairy Henry, Miroslav Kloset, Demba Ba
Stool and Jussi Jaaskrecliner. And the
manager? Harry Bedknapp.

PAUL MCERLANE PHOTOGRAPHY

You couldn’t make it up

Norma Sinte, Queen’s University Belfast, director
of development and alumni relations and Nick
Coburn, Ulster Carpets chief executive

Carpet grant
Queen’s University Belfast’s new
Graduate and Executive Education
Centre has floors to be proud of after
Ulster Carpets donated £10,000 of carpet.
‘The Riddel Hall business campus fills a
gap in the market for quality business
and leadership education and will be
critical to the economic future of
Northern Ireland plc,’ says Nick Coburn,
Ulster chief executive.
‘Our company has been involved right
from the start. We are convinced that
Ulster Carpets’ input has enhanced what
has been a very successful restoration of
one of the city’s landmark buildings. And
we hope that in some way this support
will help Northern Ireland on its journey
to become the economic powerhouse it
deserves to be.’
Eighteen other leading Northern
Ireland companies are supporting the
project over the next five years through
the Riddel Hall Founders’ Club.

Entertainment answers
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Turned to drink
Time was called on Everatts furniture
store in Gowthorpe, Yorkshire last
September after 75 years of trading, but
the premises are to be given a new lease
of life: as a pub.
JD Wetherspoon wants to convert the
former store and create 40 jobs. Cheers.
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New Next Day
Sampling Service
Available on all AW ranges



Next day delivery by 1st class post on all orders received by 3.00 pm.
Up to four 10cm x 10cm samples are labelled with your range
name and colour.



Details of your store are sent with the samples for the
customer to return and make a purchase.



Helping your customer select their carpet and match fabrics,
paint and wallcoverings.

Please use the following contact details:

Email: samplesbypost@awe.be Fax: 01422

NEXT DAY SERVICE

431107

Please quote your range name, order code and colour of sample required,
along with the full retailer name, address and postcode and full customer name,
address and postcode.
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first for flooring, furniture and accessories

Underlay
Solid footing

Upholstery
Cornering the market

Building partnerships
April 2012

Maximise your business with Karndean
Designfloors’ Vantage scheme
FURNITURE

FLOORING

BEDS

CARPET

RUGS

ACCESSORIES

